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	Bioelectronics is a rich field of research involving the application of electronics engineering principles to biology, medicine, and the health sciences. With its interdisciplinary nature, bioelectronics spans state-of-the-art research at the interface between the life sciences, engineering and physical sciences.


	Introductory Bioelectronics offers a concise overview of the field and teaches the fundamentals of biochemical, biophysical, electrical, and physiological concepts relevant to bioelectronics. It is the first book to bring together these various topics, and to explain the basic theory and practical applications at an introductory level.


	The authors describe and contextualise the science by examining recent research and commercial applications. They also cover the design methods and forms of instrumentation that are required in the application of bioelectronics technology. The result is a unique book with the following key features:

	
		an interdisciplinary approach, which develops theory through practical examples and clinical applications, and delivers the necessary biological knowledge from an electronic engineer’s perspective
	
		a problem section in each chapter that readers can use for self-assessment, with model answers given at the end of the book along with references to key scientific publications
	
		discussions of new developments in the bioelectronics and biosensors fields, such as microfluidic devices and nanotechnology



	Supplying the tools to succeed, this text is the best resource for engineering and physical sciences students in bioelectronics, biomedical engineering and micro/nano-engineering.  Not only that, it is also a resource for researchers without formal training in biology, who are entering PhD programmes or working on industrial projects in these areas.
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Visual Perception of Music Notation: On-Line and Off-Line RecognitionIRM Press, 2004
One of the initial challenges in any Optical Music Recognition (OMR) system is
the treatment of the staves. For musicians, stavelines are required to facilitate
reading the notes. For the machine, however, it becomes an obstacle for making
the segmentation of the symbols very difficult. The task of separating
background from...
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Microsoft Windows 7: Illustrated CompleteCourse Technology PTR, 2010


	Tips and troubleshooting

	advice, right where you need

	it–next to the step itself.

	Welcome to Microsoft Windows 7—Illustrated

	Complete. If this is your first experience with

	the Illustrated series, you’ll see that this book

	has a unique design: each skill is presented on

	two facing pages, with steps...
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Knowledge Networks: Innovation Through Communities of PracticeIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Knowledge Networks: Innovations Through Communities of Practice draws on the experience of people who have worked with CoPs in the real world and to present their combined wisdom in a form that is accessible to a wide audience. CoPs are examined from a practical, rather than a purely academic point of view. The book also examines the benefits that...
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Chaos and Fractals: An Elementary IntroductionOxford University Press, 2012

	This book provides the reader with an elementary introduction to chaos and fractals, suitable for students with a background in elementary algebra, without assuming prior coursework in calculus or physics. It introduces the key phenomena of chaos - aperiodicity, sensitive dependence on initial conditions, bifurcations - via simple iterated...
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Hybrid Electric Vehicle System Modeling and Control (Automotive Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	This new edition includes approximately 30% new materials covering the following information that has been added to this important work:


	- extends the contents on Li-ion batteries detailing the positive and negative electrodes and characteristics and other components including binder, electrolyte, separator and foils, and the...
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The iPad Project BookPeachpit Press, 2010

	Bridging the gap between the palm-sized iPod touch and a full-sized computer, Apple's iPad offers enough screen area and horsepower to perform the day-to-day tasks most people want to do. Packed with practical knowledge, this book will walk readers through how to manage their most common projects, from the simple (setting up a calendar...
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